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DISTRICT #128  POLICY AMENDED:   
 

CLASS RANKINGS 
 
Senior Honor Student designation and class rank shall be determined by 
grade-percentage average which will be computed to the thousandths of a 
percent and rounded to the nearest hundredth.  Only those credits earned in 9 
through-12 classes will be used in the ranking, but a student who takes a high 
school class while in junior high will have that class counted for graduation, 
honors points, and class rankings. 
 
For purposes of designation of student honors and for college admission 
information, the end of the first semester of the senior year will serve as the 
cut-off date for computations of class rank. 
 
All grades on the student’s transcript will be included in determining that 
student’s grade-percentage average and ranking in class. A failing grade will 
be included in the calculations unless the student, upon retaking the class, 
receives a passing grade, in which case only the passing grade will be used. 
 
Class rank is to be determined by assigning the highest grade-percentage 
average a rank of 1; the second highest the rank of 2; etc.  In cases where 
more than one student has the same numerical grade point average, all 
students with that average will be given the same rank.  The next highest 
average will assume the next rank position which will indicate the number of 
students having a higher rank. 
 
Honor Students:  Every Senior student with an average of 93% or higher is 
considered an Honor Student. 
 
Transfer Students: When transcripts of transfer students show such grades as 
P, U, or S, and where no equivalent letter grades can be obtained, such 
grades will not be counted in determining class rank.  If a letter grade is 
available with no accompanying percentage value, that grade will be awarded 
the lowest percentage value using the Midway scale.   
 
   

 


